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Summary :


Check out the top 10 PDF editor extensions for Google Chrome. Look at their reviews and features to find the one that works best for you!
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Google PDF Editor Add ons


Chrome extensions function as virtual applications, reducing the necessity for installing standalone software. For example, the Adobe Acrobat extension excels at editing, converting, and signing PDFs, eliminating the need to download Adobe Acrobat software and consume device memory.

In this article, I will guide you through accessing and making these add-ons work. Check out the list below for some amazing options!

Adobe Acrobat: Edit, Convert, Sign PDF

Adobe Acrobat, a well-known PDF creator, is crucial in the PDF era, providing a user-friendly experience for reading and editing PDF. It has played a vital role in moving away from MS Office DOCX for editing, now offering exceptional versatility through its extension.

This tool enables easy conversion from PDF to various formats like DOCX, JPEG, and PNG. Its seamless integration with other Adobe tools enhances overall utility without causing browser congestion. Users can enjoy features such as reading aloud PDF, printing PDF, signing and filling out PDF forms, making Adobe Acrobat a comprehensive solution for diverse PDF needs.

Adobe Acrobat PDF Editor Extension




Smallpdf – Edit, Compress, and Convert PDF

Smallpdf is a great PDF editor Chrome extension, excels in manipulating PDFs through features like compressing, converting, and organizing. The user-friendly interface ensures seamless execution, and when using the extension, it redirects you to the Smallpdf website for desired conversions.

A standout feature is Smallpdf’s ability to open protected PDFs without passwords. Moreover, it boasts editing capabilities, including merging, redacting, rotating, and rearranging PDF pages.

Small PDF Extension




pdfFiller: Edit, Fill, Sign, and Print PDF

pdfFiller is another PDF add-on extension that allows you to edit and sign PDFs. It enables you to edit, manage, and create PDFs effectively. With this extension, you can easily edit, annotate, and sign any available PDF. It also allows you to incorporate various geometrical shapes into the document interface.

With cloud connectivity, pdfFiller ensures accessibility and synchronization across devices. However, the extension offers a free 30-day trial, after which a subscription is required for continued use.

PDF Filler Extension


ilovepdf: Compress, Convert, OCR PDF

The Online PDF Tools extension from ilovepdf.com simplifies tasks on your PDF files, offering a user-friendly experience and comprehensive features. This versatile tool allows easy conversion of PDF files to various formats and vice versa, providing users with a one-stop solution.

The extension also unlocks password-protected documents. You have options for page numbering, adding watermarks, OCR scanning for document text extraction, and extracting images from PDFs.

iLovePDF Extension


FormSwift PDF Editor: Convert, Sign, Edit PDFs

FormSwift PDF Editor is a remarkable add-on for editing PDFs. It excels in document conversion, editing, and digital signing. It supports digital signing, ensuring that all signatures adhere to ESign Compliance standards. With this add-on, you can easily work on your PDFs and directly upload files to your Drive and Dropbox.

One of the standout features of FormSwift is its user-friendly interface, making navigation effortless. It offers the capability to convert PDF files to Word DOCs, JPG, and WEB formats, and vice versa. This versatility allows for seamless conversions between different file types.

FormSwift PDF Editor Extension


Offidocs.com: View, Create, Annotate PDF

PDF Editor Online by Offidocs stands out as an open-source extension that seamlessly facilitates viewing, editing, creating, and modifying PDFs. Acting as a gateway to the source website’s back end, this extension enables efficient work on multiple documents as required.

A notable feature is its capability to effortlessly share files on DropBox and Google Drive, ensuring the automatic saving of your work. This enhances convenience and provides peace of mind, knowing that your files are securely stored.

Offidocs PDF Editor Extension


pdf2go.com: Compress and Convert your PDF Files

PDF2go’s Online PDF Editor is a great Chrome extension for working with PDFs. It can convert and edit multiple documents, compress PDF files, and even save edited files to your Gmail directly.

One cool thing is that it can unlock password-protected PDFs, making it even more useful. It’s easy to use and has many helpful features, making it a versatile solution for managing PDFs efficiently.

PDF2GO PDF Editor Extension


PDFzorro: View, Edit, Secure PDF

PDFzorro stands out as a versatile Chrome add-on, and provides a range of useful features for efficient PDF management. Within Chrome, it enables annotation, drawing, rotating, and adding shapes to PDF files, offering a versatile platform for document customization.

This add-on extends its functionality by allowing the conversion of PDFs to various document formats and JPG, along with the capability to add images to PDF files. Users can also benefit from features for sorting, merging, and rearranging PDF pages, enhancing document organization.

PDFzorro PDF Editor Extension


Xodo: Read, Annotate, Sign PDFs

Xodo PDF Editor is a versatile tool that makes working with PDFs easy. It allows you to edit, split, and merge PDF files effortlessly. Xodo supports various file formats like Word, PPT, Excel, PDF/A, HTML, JPG, JPEG, and PNG, making it a comprehensive solution.

Importantly, Xodo also converts other formats like JPG, JPEG, and PNG to PDF, expanding its range of tools for efficient PDF management. With Xodo, you can easily edit PDFs, including tasks like redacting PDFs, adding and removing PDF pages, and making document editing straightforward.

XODO PDF Editor Extension


fillpdfforms.com: Create and Fill Out PDF Forms

The Free PDF Editor from fillpdfforms.com is a tool designed specifically for filling out PDF forms. With this tool, you can add text, make it bold, italicize, or underline in your PDF files, and then print the completed PDF form.

They prioritize your privacy – all your PDF files are deleted from our servers within one hour, and none of your personal data is stored.

Fill PDF Forms PDF Editor Extension


FAQs

What Is the Best PDF Editor for Google Chrome?

PDFgear stands out as the top PDF editor for Google Chrome. It’s a widely used and free tool that lets you view, edit, and sign PDF files right in your browser. Alternatives like Adobe Acrobat, Nitro PDF, and Foxit PhantomPDF are also popular choices.

Does Google Have a Free PDF Editor?

No, Google doesn’t have a built-in PDF editor for its users. However, you can convert your PDF into Word in Google Drive, then open it in Google Docs, make any edits, and finally save it in PDF format.

Is There a 100% Free PDF Editor?

Absolutely, PDFgear is a 100% free PDF editor. Unlike other so-called free PDF editors, PDFgear does not limit the advanced PDF editing features. Whether you want to edit a PDF online or offline, PDFgear always works for you.

Conclusion

PDF Editors are essential for handling PDF files. While editing a Word document is straightforward, editing a PDF can be more complicated.

Luckily, you don’t need to install big software anymore. Now, you can go to the Chrome extension store for easy-to-use tools that simplify PDF editing, conversions, and advanced capabilities. Make PDF management easier with these user-friendly Chrome extensions.
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